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Abstract 
Implementations automatically derived from formal descriptions often do not fulfill 
the performance requirements of real-life applications. There are several reasons for 
this. In the paper, we discuss for the FDT Estelle how semantical constraints can in
fluence the efficiency of the generated code. In the first part of the paper we show 
that certain language features may have a restraining effect on the performance of the 
implementation. The second part of the paper investigates how the activity thread 
model, a technique known from manual protocol implementation, can be applied to 
automatically derive efficient implementations from Estelle specifications. The acti
vity thread model reduces the communication overhead. It is known to be efficient 
as the server model usually applied. We analyze the prerequisites to apply the model 
and present measurements comparing the performance achievable with the tech
nique. The measurements are given for different implementations of XTP and the 
XDT protocol. 
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1 MOTIVATION 

The performance of communication systems is decisively determined by the proto
cols used. Experience with practical protocol implementations shows that protocol 
performance depends as much, and usually more, on the implementation than on the 
design [Wats87{Clar89]. Communication protocols are usually implemented by 
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hand. The implementations are typically based on informal standards provided by 
ISO, ITU-Tor other organizations. The techniques employed for hand-coded imple
mentations have been continuously improved. Examples range from the simple 
elimination of copy operations between protocol layers by data referencing to more 
sophisticated optimizations as application level framing and integrated layer proces
sing (ILP) [Clar9,00Ahlg96Jn addition, the exploitation of various kinds of 
parallelism to derive efficient protocol implementations has been investigated, but it 
has not brought the expected efficiency gain. 

Product implementations of communication protocols that are automatically de
rived from formal descriptions are less reported, although approaches for the 
computer-aided derivation of implementations have been investigated for more than 
ten years. So far, the use of automatically derived implementations is limited due to 
their lack of efficiency. Thus, they are mainly used for prototyping or for applicati
ons where optimal performance is not crucial. 

The main obstacle for the successful application of computer-aided implementa
tion techniques (and probably of formal description techniques in general) is the 
insufficient efficiency of the generated code. There are several reasons for this 
[Held95]: 
(1) The implementation model prescribed by the transformation tool is elaborated 

during tool design. It does not take into account the context, in which the 
implementation is used. 

(2) Formal description techniques are based on formal semantics. The semantics 
highly influence the design of the implementation model. Optimizations can 
only be introduced by ensuring correctness and conformance criteria. 

(3) So far, automated protocol implementations are mainly focused on one-layer 
implementations (due to their orientation on prototyping). 

In recent years the derivation of efficient implementations from formal descriptions 
has been investigated in several papers. They have brought interesting experimental 
results, especially for the FDTs based on extended finite state machines (EFSM) as 
Estelle and SDL. However, the question whether FDT -based implementations can 
compete with hand-coded ones in performance has not finally been answered yet. 
The approaches pursued in these papers were different. The influence of specificati
on styles on the runtime efficiency is among others discussed in [Gotz96]. In 
[Held95] experiments with an experimental Estelle-C compiler are reported that ap
plies optimized algorithms for implementing certain features of the Estelle seman
tics, e.g. for the synchronisation of module instances for the selection of fireable 
transitions. It also proposes a variable implementation model for a better adjustment 
to the given implementation environment. Several approaches were dedicated to the 
exploitation of the protocol inherent parallelism [Stei93],[Fisc94],[Plat96]. There
sults obtained show that the efficiency of the derived implementation can be impro
ved by using parallelism. However, the potential of parallelism in protocols is often 
too small and the additional overhead for synchronisation and communication too 
high to achieve a considerable efficiency gain. More promising results are expected 
from an integrating handling of layers and data operations. [Leue96] describes an al
gorithm for the derivation the Common Path from SDL specifications as a base for 
deriving implementations using the ILP approach. A compiler for deriving ILP im
plementations from Esterel is reported in [Brau96]. For standardized FDTs such 
compilers are still under development. However, recent research [Ahlg96] has poin
ted out that the application of ILP is not recommended in every case. 
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As long as there are no practicable solutions, practice goes other ways. For the SDL 
Cmicro-Code-Generator [Tele96], for example, the use of certain SDL constructs 
(object-oriented features, enabling conditions, continuous signals, import/export, 
view/reveal etc.) is entirely prohibited and the usage of other constructs (save, create, 
output to parent/sender .. ) is recommend to avoid. Thus, the implementation over
head caused by the semantics of these language elements is reduced. 

Considering these approaches, we see two principle ways to improve the perfor
mance of automatically generated implementations: 
(1) to support the implementation process (restricted use of certain language fea

tures, new language concepts that provide better implementations, appropriate 
specification styles), and 

(2) by improving the implementation techniques (mapping strategy, hardware/soft-
ware codesign, variable implementation models). 

In this paper, we consider aspects of both ways for the standardized FDT Estelle 
[IS089]. In particular, we discuss how semantic constraints can influence the ef
ficiency of the generated code. In the first part of the paper we discuss how certain 
language features may have a restraining effect on the performance of the implem
entation. The second part of the paper investigates the application of more efficient 
mapping strategies in the implementation models of the transformation tools. It dis
cusses the use of different process models (server model, activity thread model). We 
show how the more efficient activity thread model can be used and discuss the cons
traints for its application to Estelle. The efficiency gain received by applying this 
technique is shown for implementations of the protocols XDT and XTP. 

2 INFLUENCE OF THE SEMANTIC MODEL OF ESTELLE 

The derivation of implementations from a formal description requires measures to 
guarantee the conformance between specification and implementation, i.e. to assure 
that the verified design is correctly implemented. The straight-forward approach to 
do this is by exactly implementing the semantics of the respective FDT [Held95], 
[Gotz96]. This reduces the probability of implementation errors and decreases vali
dation efforts. On the other hand, the semantics of the FDTs require an additional 
implementation effort that result in an overhead compared to hand-coded implem
entations. In some cases this overhead could be avoided, because it is not needed for 
the description of the problem. For example, the dynamic generation of a module in 
Estelle requires the scheduling of the module according to the parent/children prio
rity principle. To reduce this overhead it is necessary to be familiar with the impact 
of certain language features on a later implementation. In this section, we give two 
examples. 

2.1 Module attributes 

The module attributes play a significant role in an Estelle specification. They defme 
the position and the behaviour of the modules within the module hierarchy, thus de
termining their relations to other modules as well as the manner how their transitions 
are selected for firing. The selection depends on the requirements of the application 
to be specified, but sometimes different choices are possible, i.e. it is the subjective 
decision of the specifier. The attributes selected may have an influence on the ef-
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ficiency of the derived implementation. The reason for this is that according to the 

operational semantics of Estelle the modules are differently handled when selecting 
the next transitions for firing.To demonstrate this effect we have implemented the 
XTP protocol [Prot92] based on the Estelle specification of [Budk93] with different 

attributes. For this experiment, the Estelle specification was embedded into a test en

vironment. This test environment contains at the second level of the module 
hierarchy the modules: Application, XTP and Virtual Medium (in the following we 
call these modules main modules). We have considered the following 4 variants: 

• Variant A (systemprocess):specification non-attributed, main modules system
process, child modules process 

• Variant B (process): specification systemprocess, main modules pro
cess, child modules process 

• Variant C (systemactivity): specification non-attributed, main modules syste
mactivity, child modules activity 

• Variant D (activity): specification systemactivity, main modules acti-
vity, child modules activity 

For the experiments, we used the connection-oriented unconfirmed data transfer ser
vice of XTP. We did not observe any changes of the service for these four 
attributations, i.e. no violation of the semantics of the specification was detected for 
this service. Due to the high complexity of the specification the influence of these 
changes of the attributes for the whole specification was not studied in detail for this 
experiment. The execution times measured for these alternative attribute variants are 

represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Impact of Estelle attributes on the execution time of an implementation. 

The specifications were implemented by means of the PET/DINGO tool [Sije93] on 
a SUN SPARC 10 with the SunOS 4.1.3. operating system. The modules were map

ped as follows: all modules up to the second hierarchy level on operating system 
processes, all modules below on procedures of the respective parent modules. The 
results of the measurements point out that the performance loss caused by the seman
tic constraints (compare the attribute variants process with systemprocess and 
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activity with systemactivity). The nondeterministic execution of transitions in modu
les attributed with activity causes a performance loss compared to the process 
variant. Note that the objective of these experiments was to demonstrate the influ
ence the selection of an attribute may have on the implementation. The results 
depend of course on the implementation tool used and cannot be generalized. Howe
ver, they point out that specifiers and implementors should prove their decisions on 
the influence they have on the further development steps. 

2.2 Description and execution of transitions 

The selection of the transitions for firing is defmed by the operational Estelle seman
tics [IS089]. It implements the parent/children priority principle and determines the 
execution of the specification. The used algorithm is very complex. It consists of two 
passes, one for determining the firable transitions and one for determining the exe
cutable ones. As shown in [Held95], up to 90% of the runtime can be spent on this 
selection. This overhead can be decreased by about 50% by an optimized algorithm 
that avoids the buffering of the fireable transition and thus needs only one pass. 
The approach for selecting transitions in Estelle results in further consequences for 
the description and execution of transitions, which influence the execution time: 

( 1) The successor state must be known before executing a transition. 
(2) All transitions of a module are considered for determining the 

frrable transitions. 
In SOL, for comparison, this is not required. The successor state is determined during 
the execution of the transition and all processes run concurrently. We illustrate the 
consequences of these differences for the execution time by means of the following 
example: 

An event El is supposed to be executed in state A. For this, the data belonging to 
this event El have to be decoded and the checksum has to be calculated. If the 
checksum is correct, the entity changes in another state, otherwise it remains in the 
same state and demands the repetition of the transmission. The related specifications 
in Estelle and SDL are depicted in Figure 2. 

The execution of event El (trrans> requires the firing of 2 transitions in Estelle, 
whereas in SDL only one transition is needed. In addition, the transitions in Estelle 
have to be selected for execution according to the above mentioned algorithm (tsel>· 
In SDL the first firable transition is executed (on average tseJI2). Thus, we get under 
the assumption that the time for the execution of a transition trrans is equal in Estelle 
and SDL the following relation for the selection and the execution of a transition: 

testelle = 2tsel + 2trrans > tsdl = tseJI2 + trrans 

The Estelle specification needs in this example trrans + l,5tsel more time than the 
SDL specification. The difference is even larger when the transition belongs to a 
child module and the parent module executes arbitrary often (n times) transitions be
fore the child module can fire the second one (parent/children priority principle). 
This situation is even more extreme for a child module of an activity-module, becau
se this module has to be nondeterministically selected between all child modules of 
the parent module. For this case, we get the following relation: 

testelle = 2tsel + 2ttrans+ n(tser + ttrans> > tsdl = tser/2 + ttrans 
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Figure 2 Comparison of an Estelle and an SDL specification. 

2.3 Summary of the discussion 

The derivation of an implementation from a formal specification is determined by 
the formal semantics of the given FDT. The discussion above has shown that features 
of the semantic model of Estelle (e.g. transition selection rule, parent/children prio
rity principle, static defmition of the successor state) may have an adverse effect on 
the performance of an implementation. The specifier may in part benefit from this 
knowledge by applying these features with care. On the other hand, a general 
renunciation of the dynamic creation of modules would strongly restrict the descrip
tive power of Estelle. The application of asynchronous modules as proposed in 
[Bred94] could reduce the efficiency loss. 

Note that our discussion does not touch the requirement of the independence of 
the specification from the implementation. It will only show that certain language 
features due to their semantics can adversely influence an automated implementati
on, if this is intended. This knowledge may help the specifier in choosing alternative 
representations. It can also be used for replacing parts of the specification by seman
tically equal representations when preparing and refining the specification for 
implementation. 

3 INFLUENCE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 

Formal description techniques possess formal semantics that guarantee the exact in
terpretation of the specification. Automatically deriving implementations from for
mal descriptions requires transformation rules, which preserve the semantics of the 
specification, i.e. the conformance of the implementation with the specification. This 
adds overhead to the implementation, which is not present with implementations ma
nually derived from informal descriptions. Besides these transformation rules have 
to be defmed during tool development, i.e. they cannot take into account the respec
tive implementation context. The set of these transformation rules forms the 
implementation model of the tool [Held95]. It defmes the structure of the implemen-
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tation, the interfaces, the process model and the relation to the implementation 
environment. The decisive factor is the process model, which describes the manner 
how the specification is mapped on the process structure of the operating system. In 
manual coding two principle approaches are applied: the server model and the acti
vity thread model [Svob89]. 

Applying the server model, each system module (systemactivity or systemprocess) 
of the Estelle specification is implemented as a server that processes events (e.g. in
teractions or spontaneous transitions). Due to the semantic similarities between 
EFSM-based FDTs and the server model, current FDT compilers resort to the server 
model, because it allows a straight-forward mapping of the FDT semantics. All 
Estelle compilers known to us apply the server model. 

The activity thread model implements the entities as a set of procedures. Each pro
cedure implements a transition of the FSM. An incoming event activates the 
respective procedure, which immediately handles the event and when producing an 
output calls the respective procedure of the next entity. The sequence of the inputs 
and outputs (input---+output---+input ... input---+output ... ) results in a sequence of pro
cedure calls - the activity thread. (Note that the term activity thread does not refer to 
a thread of the operating system. It denotes the execution path an event takes through 
the protocol stack.) 

The server model exhibits extra overhead, which is not present with the activity 
thread model, e.g. overhead for asynchronous communication including queuing 
operations and overhead for process management. The problem with the activity 
thread model is that it is based on a semantic model that differs considerably from 
the semantic models of EFSM-based FDTs. We have shown in [Henk97] that the ac
tivity thread model can be applied to derive more efficient implementations form 
SDL specifications. In the following we want to discuss whether this model can be 
applied for automatically deriving implementations from Estelle specifications. We 
first give an overview how the transformation can be done in principle. Thereafter 
we discuss the constraints of this mapping. 

3.1 Derivation of Activity Thread Implementations 

In order to apply the activity thread model rather than the server model to derive code 
from protocol specifications, the following differences between the two models have 
to be taken into account: 
• The active elements in the server model are the protocol entities. In general, each 

entity is implemented by a thread (or process) of the operation system or the run
time environment. The execution sequence of the events is determined by the 
scheduling strategy of the operating system or the runtime environment. Commu
nication is asynchronous via buffers. 

• The activity thread model is event-driven. The execution sequence of the events 
is determined by the sequence of inputs and outputs as given in the specification. 
Thus, the activity thread approach supports an optimal execution sequence of the 
events. Communication is synchronous, i.e. no buffers are employed. Because of 
that, the model is well suited for the layer-integrating implementation of proto
cols. 
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Estelle specifications do not allow a direct mapping on activity threads. In the follo
wing we present the principle of a mapping strategy, which comes close to the 
activity thread principle: 
( 1) Each Estelle module is transformed into a reentrant procedure that contains the 

executable code. With each procedure call, a single Estelle transition is executed. 
For each instantiation of an Estelle module, an Instance Control Block (ICB) 
is created. The ICB contains the following information: 
• all internal information (e.g. state information, local variables), 
• the addresses of the interaction points, 
• the address of the reentrant procedure. 
Each event is implemented by a structure containing the following data: 
• the event type, 
• the reference to the parameters of the event, 
• the next procedure to be called (address of the respective ICB). 

(2) Each output-statement of an Estelle module is replaced by the call of the respec
tive procedure, which implements the Estelle module that receives the event. 

(3) For the whole specification, the following frame procedure is generated: 

procedure AT (incomiog_event) 
next_event := incoming_ event; , , ,, 
while not_empty(next_event) call...}JextJrocedure (next_event);' 

The procedure AT is called by an incoming event. The procedure AT calls the proce
dures implementing the respective Estelle modules according to the structure of their 
output-statements. Output events sent to another Estelle module are stored in the va
riable next_event. The loop of the procedure AT is terminated when next_event is 
empty, i.e. the transition does not contain an output event. The termination of the 
loop also completes the activity thread, and the next incoming event can be handled. 
This frame procedure is necessary to map the state-oriented presentation of Estelle 
specifications onto the event-driven representation characterizing activity thread im
plementations. (Otherwise the specification has to be rewritten in an event-oriented 
style, which requires a new validation of the specification.) 

The mapping strategy outlined above is depicted in Figure 3. It shows how the 
Estelle specification is mapped on the main procedure AT, which controls the execu
tion of the activity thread, and the output event on procedure calls. 

3.2 Problems and Constraints with Activity Threads 

Applying the mapping strategy described above, some problems with the Estelle se
mantics arise. In the following we provide solutions how to preserve the semantics 
of the specification and discuss constraints existing for the application of the tech
nique, respectively. We first discuss two problems, which are of general nature to 
this approach. After that we consider the problems, which specifically concern the 
Estelle semantics. 

The general problems are: 
- transitions performing an action after an output, and 
- transitions with multiple outputs. 
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Estelle specification 

output evenLb; 
/ 

from rto s 
when event_b 

Activity Thread Implementation 

procedure AT (incoming_event); 
next_event := incoming_event; 
while llot_empty(next_event) .,_ - - , 

r -<all...JUxt_prwedure (nexcevent); 
end; 

procedure A (nexLevent); 
input_event := next_event; 
nexLevent :=empty; (• default •) -1 
if(input_event = evenLa) thtts begin 

I ... I 
- - - - - next_event = event_b; (•outpu~ ...J 

I end; 

end;(• A•) 

~rwedure B (next_event); 

Figure 3 Basic strategy for the derivation of activity threads from Estelle 
specifications. 

Transitions performing an action after an output 

The simple replacement of an output statement by the call of the respective procedu
re (implementing the Estelle module receiving the event) may violate the atomicity 
of transitions. An example for a possible violation of the atomicity of a transition is 
given in Figure 4. The figure shows two communicating modules, L2 and L3. For 
example, let us assume that L3 implements a routing function. An event e 1, received 
by module L2 is routed to module L3. From L3 it is retransmitted to L2 and output 
as e2 to the medium. Within L2, the variable dir is employed to store the direction, 
in which the last event has been transmitted. The example shows that statements after 
the output-statement may produce a different behaviour as specified. 

Our approach is to defer the procedure call until the transition has been comple
ted. To ensure this the output event are stored in the variable next_signal of the 
frame procedure AT in section 3.2. The procedure call_ next _procedure calls the 
respective procedure after the transition has been completed. From the viewpoint 
of the communicating modules this represents a transformation of synchronous 
communication to asynchronous communication. This is because the procedure 
implementing the receiving module is no longer called by the sending module its
elf. Instead, the procedure is called by the procedure AT. 
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Structure of the specification Time sequence diagram 
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begin 
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end; 
when mess_b; 
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end 

dir:=down; 
outpute2 

(ell 
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procedure L2 

whenel; 
begin 

output mess_a; 

dir :=up; 
end; 

Time sequence diagram 

(Correct behoviour) 

procedure L2 

when el; 
begin 

output mess_a; 

whenmess_b 
begin 

dir :=down; 
outpute2 

end; 

Figure 4 Example for the possible violation of the atomicity of a transition. 

Transitions with multiple outputs 
A transition may contain several output-statements. In this case, a sequential call 
of the procedures, which implement the Estelle modules the events are sent to, is 
not always possible. Figure 5 shows an example for this. In the figure, the sequen
tial execution of the two outputs of module P2 results in an overtaking of mess_c 
by mess_e. In other words, mess_e, which results from mess_d, reaches module P4 
before mess_c. This clearly violates the semantics of the Estelle specification. 
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Structure of the spec1fu:ation 

module example; 

wben mess_c; 

!* close connection */ 
wben mess_e; 
!* reconnect, init */ 

Figure 5 Example for the overtaking of events. 

Time sequence diagram 

procedure 

when mess_e; 
/* reconnect, init */ 

procedure 

close connection */ 

409 

An approach to handle this problem is to split the activity thread in several activity 
threads. Thus, an additional activity thread is created for each additional output. To 
handle these additional activity threads, we have devised two process models, name
ly the basic activity thread model (BAT model) and the extended activity thread 
model (EAT model). The BAT model handles the additional activity threads quasi
parallely, whereas the EAT model processes them truly concurrently. As shown in 
[Henk97] BAT model implementations have in general proved to be more efficient, 
because they avoid additional communication and organizational overhead. There
fore, we focus on the BAT model in this paper. 

For BAT model implementations the frame procedure AT is modified as follows: 

procedure BAT (incoming_event) 
put incoming_event in AT--list 
while (list_ not_ empty( AT _list)) do 

for_aU_elements AT in AT_list do begin 
next_ event := event_of(A T); 
next_event := caU_next_procedure (next_event); 
if empty(next_event) then remove AT from AT_list; 

end 
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BAT model implementations handle only one incoming event per time, i.e. incoming 
events are always processed sequentially. No interleaving of the processing of inco
ming events is possible. Subsequent incoming events are blocked until the previous 
events have been processed. 

Multiple outputs in a transition are handled by the creation of additional activity 
threads. One additional activity thread is created for each output-statement within a 
transition. These additional activity threads are managed by the AT_list. The mana
gement of the activity threads in the AT _list guarantees an execution order that is in 
accordance with the semantics of the specification. The AT_list is used to schedule 
the additional activity threads. Note that after the arrival of an incoming event, the 
AT _list contains exactly one activity thread. Several activity threads only emerge 
when a transition with multiple outputs is executed. In this case, the activity threads 
in the AT_list are scheduled according to the Round Robin principle. Only one pro
cedure, i.e. one transition, is executed per iteration of the loop. Thus, the activity 
threads are executed in a quasi-parallel manner. When an activity thread terminates, 
it is removed from the AT _list. The main procedure AT returns after the last activity 
thread has terminated. 

Now we discuss the semantic problems that are more specifically related to the Estel
le semantics. 

• Parent/children priority principle 
With the activity thread model, the sequence of execution of the Estelle modules 
(schedule) is determined by the output executed by the respective transitions. Con
versely, the Estelle semantics employs a complex algorithm to schedule the next 
transitions to be executed. This contradiction between the activity thread model and 
the semantics of Estelle can be only solved if the Estelle specification follows one of 
the following rules: 

- within a subsystem, i.e. a system module with all of its descendants, at most 
one transition may be executable at a time or 

- the child modules of systemprocess or process modules may not offer an exe
cutable transition at the same time any of its predecessor modules offers an 
executable transition. 

This ensures that an executable transition of a child module can be actually executed 
instead of its parent, which would not be the case if the parent/children priority prin
ciple were applied. 

In order to follow these rules, different approaches exist: 
- If a system module has descendants, only the leaves of the hierarchy may be 

active. In case of descendants of type systemactivity or activity, only one child 
may exist (see Figure 6a).* 

- The Estelle specification contains only system modules or equivalently, there 
are only asynchronous modules as proposed in (Bred94) (see Figure 6b). 

* The activity thread model does not allow a nondeterministical selection of the next pro
cedure to be called. 
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a) ioactive parents b) active parents 

I D inactive modules Q active modules I 
Figure 6 Examples of Estelle specifications. 

In case the transition has a simple structure, i.e. input---+action(s)---+output, the trans
formation strategy described above can be applied. Thus, each output can be directly 
translated to a procedure call. transitions without output. 

• Spontaneous transitions 

Estelle allows spontaneous transitions, i.e. transitions that are not triggered by an 
event in a when-clause. Transitions with no incoming event cannot be implemen
ted by an activity thread, since there is no event to be mapped on a procedure call. 
Spontaneous transitions have, therefore, to be removed during the refmement of 
the specification when preparing for implementation, or an alternative specifica
tion strategy has to be applied. If spontaneous transitions are used to model inter
nal events, such an replacement can be usually easily done. The replacement of 
delayed transitions, however, is more complicated. In this case another specifica
tion strategy has probably to be considered. A possible solution could be to intro
duce timer modules, which are implemented using the delay-clause, as they are 
needed for real-life protocol implementations. Start and reset of the timer as well 
as a timeout can then be handled as incoming events and mapped on procedure 
calls. 

4 QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF THE APPROACHES 

In order to evaluate the performance improvements achievable with activity threads, 
we have manually applied our approach to derive code from XTP (Prot92) and the 
XDT protocol (eXample Data Transfer) [ Koen 9 6 ]XDT is an example protocol, 
which is used for teaching purposes in protocol engineering. It is a connection-ori
ented data transfer protocol supporting implicit connection establishment and data 
transfer based on the go-back-N principle. The XDT specification comprises about 
350 lines. The Estelle specification of XDT follows the rules given in section 3.2. 
Thus, it supports the derivation of code according to the BA Tmodel. 

In order to derive code from XTP, two specification variants have been used. The 
original XTP specification (rei. 3.6) we used comprises about 7900 lines (Budk93). 
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In order to apply the BAT model to derive code from the XTP specification, the 
Estelle specification has been adapted to follow the rules given in section 3.2. The 
adapted XTP specification is called aXTP in the following. Since the adaptation of 
the complete XTP specification to suit the BA Tmodel would have been an enormous 
effort, aXTP only supports the unconfirmed connection-oriented data transfer ser
vice. All other services have been removed from the Estelle specification. The 
resulting aXTP specification comprises 1000 lines. Deriving the aXTP specification 
from the original XTP specification, the spontaneous transitions have been replaced 
by introducing additional events in the input transitions. Note that the semantics of 
the unconfirmed connection-oriented data transfer service has not been changed by 
the modifications. 
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I<'igure 7 Quantitative comparison of the server model and the activity thread 
model. 

BAT model Pet/Dingo 

For our experiments, we have derived code according to the BAT and the server mo
del. For the derivation of the implementations according to the server model, we 
have used the PET/DINGO tools (Sije93). All the measurements were taken for a sin
gle connection of the respective protocol. The implementation platform has been a 
SUN SPARC 10 running the Solaris operating system (rei. 2.5). For the measure
ments, a test environment has been implemented that comprises the service user, 
which generates the data stream and measures its duration, and a virtual medium (i.e. 
an Estelle module) for realizing the communication between the protocol entities. 
The size of the PDUs used in the experiments was 512 bytes for XDT and 64 bytes 
for XTP. The XTP service we used was the connection-oriented unconfirmed data 
transfer. The measurements do not take into account the initialization phase. We 
have measured the times to process 50 PDU s by both peer entities. The results of the 
measurements are given in Figure 7. For XTP, the measurements for the original ver
sion as well as the aXTP version are given. 

The measurements show that the activity thread implementations achieve a consi
derable speedup compared to the respective server model implementations. Camp-
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ared to the server model implementation, the BATmodel implementation of aXTP 
exhibits a larger speedup as the respective implementation of the XDT protocol (i.e. 
a factor of 13.8 for aXTP and a factor of 6.7 for XDT). The difference results from 
the larger number of Estelle modules employed by aXTP, i.e. 17 versus 5 modules 
of XDT. This results in a larger number of queuing operations needed for the server 
implementation of aXTP. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of implementations automatically derived from formal specificati
ons depends on many factors. The inefficiency of current implementations is in part 
caused by the overhead involved with the implementation of the FDT semantics. In 
the paper, we have described how these semantical constraints can influence the per
formance of implementations derived from Estelle specifications. This impact 
concerns both the application of certain language features and the use of efficient 
mapping strategies. 

In Estelle, additional overhead is caused by the hierarchical approach to select an 
executable transition. We have presented measurements for XTP, which show that a 
speedup can be achieve if the attributing principle employed in the specification is 
chosen with care. In addition, we have analyzed the times to select an executable 
transition and have compared them with the respective times needed in SDL. The 
comparison shows that the semantics of Estelle add some extra overhead, which is 
not present in SDL. 

In the main part of the paper, we have investigated the application of the activity 
thread implementation strategy elaborated in [ Henk 97tf> Estelle. Our measurements 
for the two protocols XTP and XDT as well as the measurements made for SDL in 
[ Henk 9 7s}low that with the activity thread approach a considerable speedup can be 

achieved. However, compared with SDL, which has only some minor semantic cons
traints to this approach, the application of the technique to Estelle requires severe 
limitations, which reduce the descriptive power of the language (as, for instance, a 
renunciation on the parent/children priority principle). Therefore, we currently focus 
on the implementation of a prototype compiler for SDL. On the other hand, automa
ted implementation techniques from formal descriptions will be only applied in 
practice, if the efficiency of the generated code is close to the hand-coded one. Ex
periment reports like this one may help that FDTs move towards a better support of 
efficient implementation techniques. 
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